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RESPONSIBILITIES of PARENT/LICENSED ADULT 

STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR DRIVER EDUCATION COMPLETION: 

Classroom - 30 hours  

Driving - 6 hours of observation & of performance behind-the-wheel  

CLASSROOM - AT-YOUR-OWN-PACE ONLINE: 

1. Complete online classroom registration.  After registering for one of our courses, you will receive detailed 

information. 

2. Supervise and ensure your son or daughter is "attending" their online classes.  

DRIVING - BEHIND-THE-WHEEL: 

For all packages, you are responsible for observation, practice, and performance hours for each driving lesson you will 

assist in teaching.  If you are not assisting with the driving, you are still responsible for the observation and practice hours. 

1. Observation Hour - Student watches the parent/licensed adult perform the driving lesson.  If your son or 

daughter has been driving for some time, it is very possible this observation hour has already been completed.  If 

you're at the beginning stages and starting to drive with them, this observation needs to be completed.  

2. Practice Time - This is the time given for the student to master the skills needed to perform the driving lesson 

while a parent/licensed adult rides along.  

3. Performance Hour - The student performs the driving lesson for one hour under parent/licensed adult 

supervision.  

PARENTS'/LICENSED ADULT'S RESPONSIBILITIES, PER PACKAGE: 

Maximum Package: 

1. Conduct performance driving lessons (basic/evaluation, downtown/city, parking, highway, interstate) 

2. Videotape and submit through email a 10- to 30-second portion of the student performing the driving lesson as 

outlined in detail in the driving lesson documentation. You will receive the documentation through email upon 

completion of your registration.  For example, you will not capture the entire hour of the student driving straight 

on the interstate. You will videotape them only entering the on-ramp, traveling the on-ramp, and then merging 

onto the interstate.  Each drive is detailed as to what needs to be captured so that there is no confusion on your 

responsibility.  Please be sure to read through all the material.  

3. Schedule the last driving lesson, which is the Final Driving Lesson.  You will need to plan for the length of time 

you think it will take to complete the online classroom course as well as you conducting the observation, practice, 

and performance of the five driving lessons you are assisting in teaching.   

Minimum: 

a.  Schedule six days of driving. 

 


